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Dear  BCUC Committee; 
    I have more than serious concerns around the use of emitting meters,  and request that these never be 
considered for installation.   
  
   Unfortunately Fortis and other companies are concerned with modernization to the point of exclusion of 
safety concerns of not just the human race, but all lifeforms.   Any reports of safety or advantage from a 
biased scource must be reviewed by a panel of unbiased scientists  for BCUC to give credibility to the 
assurances;  and this same unbiased group needs to search for and review possible omissions (for which 
companies are unfortunately well known).  Luckily this is inexpensive for meters:  ask high school science 
teachers.  
     'Unbiased'  unfortunately includes checking for any stock or financial association or board involvement 
not only of the scientist approached but of their family and close associates.  Such a check around Fortis 
disqualifies many members of parliament, all employees and consultants present or past, among others.  
Such care is required due to the amoral monitary-seeking practices of unaware or denying persons in 
positions of power.   
  
   Emitting devices in recent years have moved to using microwave frequencies.   The human body's cells 
use microwave frequencies,  the range of which is not difficult to acertain, say at UBC.  Grade 9-10 
science as taught  in all western countries school cirriculums for at least 6 decades, definitely including 
BC, covers basic wave (frequency) behavior and effects.  Thus any high school graduate can understand, 
and any high school science teacher or text can confirm that overlapping /intersecting waves  of closely 
similar frequency summate or cancel;  that is they definitely and always interact with change as a result.  
This applies to air, water, heat...all forms of energy,  all waves.  These principles are used in therapeutic 
devices such as untrasound (sonar to bounce for diagnosis, therapeutic ranges by physiotherapists, the 
lithotrypter to break up kidney stones).   Microwaves within body frequencies are NOT used as they are 
dangerous.   We are aware of cautions with pacemakers, for example. The emitting devices of concern 
here are those under your jurisdiction: meters that emit.  
  
   Emitting meters, whether called SmartMeters or not,  are known as harmful to all lifeforms if their 
emissions are within or near biological frequencies.  They harm by interacting with body physiology.  
Constant emissions change physiology,  pulsed emissions are like a twitch (can be recovered from but if 
frequent wear out recovery in only a few hours (try a light that flashes every 6 seconds while you are 
reading ),  rapidly alternating are like a seisure.   The signs of such cellular interference will be soft:  
memory loss, less concentration,  sleep problems, rise in cellular errors such as cancers.....all nebulous  
but definite.  Note increased benefits from getting away from bio-emissions will also occur:  hiking in 
woods,   cabins away from cell towers and meters etc.; again all nebulous.  The proof is in the grade 10 
physics. Human conplaints will be too late. 
  
   The meters interact with each other  of course, hence the house fires. 
   There has never, and will never be, permission by citizens to harm their bodies.   
   There is no informed permission to penetrate peoples bodies.  Without informing people thoroughly, as 
doctors do of treatments and pharmacists of drugs,  no penetration should exist.  We already have laws 
against personal invasion.  However we also are aware that many services ask indirect uninformed 
permission,  such as wifi modums in homes.  Wireless technology that radiates into the neighbours or 
public space (next condo) is actually already illegal s without even uninformed permission.  And definitely 
harmful as it moves body cells away from normal. 
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   As a health professional I am aware that there is risk in all change/ progress;   and that at times the risk 
is the best choice.   Note the word choice:  that's what we have a right to, and what is removed or 
penalized when biofrequency wireless technology is imposed on us. 
  
   Please grant full constitutional rights to me and all citizens,  and conscientious responsibility to your 
own position of power,  by unbiasing your information and decisions.  This cannot result in other than total 
refusal of any technology that emits through me or is within biofrequencies or is unsafe; as are all emitting 
meters.  There is no reason great enough to jeopardize the health of our populace. 
  
        Respectfully yours, 
           Joan Moffet     

 




